CHAPTER V
apabhran£a literature
Early references to Apabhransa—Its extent—Its early literature—
Dhanapala (c. 900)—Bhavisayattakaha—The literature found in Hemacandra's
works.—In the works of Somaprabha (1185 ).—In the works of Merutunga
(1303 )—Munjarasa.
Apabhransa was a literary language of Gujarata at
least from the time of the rise of Valabhipura. Dandin (c.600)
recorded that literature found expression in four media:
Samskrta, Prakrta, Apabhransa, and Mixed. " The speech
of Abhiras and others in literature is known as Apabhran-
sa;' he said, thus clearly implying that Apabhransa was
spoken not only by Abhiras but by others as well, and that
it had become the object of literary culture.   Bhamaha
(c. 650) described kavya as threefold : Samskrta, Prakrta
and Apabhransa. Rudrata (c. 900) put it on a level with
the older literary Prakrtas and Samskrta, and recognised
varieties according to the country in which it was spoken.
Rajasekhara (c. 900) made it a limb of the Kavyapurusha,
poetry personified, and referred to it as being used in the
literature of Maravada and Saurashtra.  In his time, it was
a literary  language but had not ceased to be spoken.
Bhoja (c. 1000) contemptuously refers to the Gurjaras as
being satisfied with this language and no other. Nemisadhu
(c. 1069) calls Apabhransa Prakrta itself, and refers to its
varieties, Upanagara, Abhira, and Gramya. According to
him, the language could be properly learnt only from the
people themselves.  Thus, Apabhransa had one dialect for
citizens, another for Abhiras, a third for the vulgar, and
was a spoken language in the eleventh century.1
During the Calukyan period, a living literature was
being produced by men who, away from the learning which
prevailed at court, addressed themselves to the people in
their own dialect. What of it is published is enough to give
an idea of its variety, beauty and its comparative immunity.
•from-pedantry and religious obsession. Its outlook was
." I. See Note A at the etwi of the chapter.

